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A US Default or Downgrade? What if? Evidence From the Past, and
Signs from the Present
First, the lower likelihood scenario: A default in the form of a missed interest payment by the US.
To see the worst possible scenarios, it is worth looking at defaults that have already transpired in the
sovereign debt marketplace. Where to look? No where else better than the rating agencies. Rating agencies
base their rating methodologies for sovereigns and corporations on default studies and more importantly
evidence of recovery (or 1 - loss severity, in Moody’s terms). Moody's ratings actually also reflect a loss given
default, versus a pure default probability (i.e. the probability of losing the 1st dollar on a default) as S&P's
ratings do.
In any case, some interesting historical facts and data from other sovereigns who have defaulted:
According to Moody's 27-year study:


The highest rating held by a Sovereign 12 months before a default was Ba2.



Cumulative default rate data for Aaa-rated Sovereigns in a 10-year window, as seen in the 1 table of
Moody’s below, has been non-existent (i.e. it has never happened that a Aaa rated migrates immediately
to defaulted status), at least on the sovereign side.



Most interesting, as seen in the 2 table the lowest trading price (30 days post-default) for a defaulted
sovereign is 18 points (Russia 98), with the highest being 95 for the Dominican Republic. We should note
these are smaller economies and were much lower rated pre-default. For distressed bond exchanges, the
worst package received on a cash flow (PV) basis was new bonds received by holders for old Argentina
bonds (30% of old bonds).
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Take away point: History has shown true defaults have occurred only among smaller countries that have
been much lower rated. None were developed market sized as the US exemplifies. We should say though
that a technical default (versus a "true default") could occur for the US with a missed interest payment, but the
treatment by investors will highly likely be much better than what history has shown in previous "true defaults"
- where ultimate repayment capability and access to capital markets by these nations came into question. The
US has the resources to perform and, albeit possibly costlier, still should have access to the capital markets.
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Second, the most likely scenario: A downgrade of the US to AA+.



Regardless of a resolution to the debt ceiling issue, there is market talk that a downgrade of the US to
AA+ from AAA could still occur. In fact, one rating agency, independent firm Egan Jones, has already
proceeded to do so. As a baseline, worst case idea of where Treasuries could trade on a downgrade, we
looked at 2 other 10-year sovereigns of AA+ rated countries to see where spreads are versus the stability
of the 10-year Bund. From the chart below, we see that the selected 10-year AA+ rated sovereigns (NZ,
and Belgium) trade at about a 50 to 100 basis point spread over Bunds. Though we think UST prices
could trade lower and yield higher than current levels, the full effect of trading in line with these and other
AAs may be milder, again, given the full resources of the US Treasury and the capital market access
available to the US government. There may also be a second-order effect of natural buyers in the market
for AAA sovereigns only having to offload and seek other better rated credits.
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Shifting to global equities shows that in periods where yields have risen significantly, equities in general
have actually risen, consistent with the view that USTs have long served as safe havens in volatile equity
times and in general market turmoil globally. It is important to remember that before today, none of the
behavior historically was mostly likely due to credit concerns on the U.S so in this sense, being in unchartered territory, we may see some unanticipated effect on the downside to equities in the near-term,
though we expect this to be offset in the longer-term with continuing improvement in more forward-looking
and critical economic fundamentals (e.g. jobs, manufacturing, consumption).
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In sum, a default in our view, as remote as it is, would be purely technical in nature, though causing some natural negative
impact for bonds and equities globally. The US is resource and capital abundant and access to capital markets will remain,
potentially keeping any sell-off contained. The greater likelihood is a downgrade from AAA to AA+, which many in the
market arguably already expect, with the overall effect we perceive to be slightly higher yield premiums for US Treasuries
(prices trading lower), a flow of capital to better quality (rated) sovereign credits as investors absorb the new reality, and a
temporary sell-off in equities as the new reality is absorbed.
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